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inference regarding nonnested hypotheses carry over to indirect inference, i.e., when the estimates at any stage are obtained by means of simulations too.
In Sections 2 and 3, we discuss the data generating process, the models, and the auxiliary criteria which are used to estimate the models. Particular attention is paid to notions that are specific to misspecified models such as pseudo-true values and binding functions, and we explain how they can be used for building estimators and test statistics. In Section 4, we propose a battery of indirect Wald test statistics, and interpret the corresponding implicit null hypotheses in terms of direct and indirect encompassing. Section 5 discusses the simplifications that occur when the models are nested or when one of the specifications is correct. Further, some of the proposed test statistics are shown to be direct generalizations of the Hausman-Wu specification test (Hausman (1978) ) and of the so-called overidentification test (Szroeter (1983) ) known in the framework of instrumental variable methods. Section 6 concludes.
THE MODELS
The framework is the same as in Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault (1993), with minor changes, except that we consider two parametric models and two auxiliary criterion functions simultaneously.
Data Generating Process
The data consist of the observations of a stochastic process {(yt, xt), t E E} at dates t = O,1, ..., T. Let YT = (Y1* * I 1. YT), XT= (X, ..., XT), and zo =(xo, yO), and let ft T(YT XT, z0) be the conditional probability density function of YT, given XT and zo.
The Models
The two parametric models Mi, i = 1,2, which will be compared, are conditional on the process {xt}, and are defined by a recursive form with underlying unobserved variable ui t:
(1) Yt = ri(Yt-I, xt, Ui,t Ii),
Ui,t = 4i(ui,_ t IEi, , Oj),
Ui0 = Wi(yo, Xo,o), Oi i E ci cRPi, for t= 1,..., where ri, Xi, and wi are known functions, {ej t} is an iid sequence of vectors with known distribution, and Oi is some compact parameter space.
Without loss of generality, the components of {,ej '} may be assumed to be uniformly distributed on the unit interval, and the vectors {,e1 t} and { E2 t} may be assumed to be of the same size equal to the maximal dimension of the two noises. From equation (1) In the sequel, it is assumed that the two models may be nonnested, i.e., Ml ! M2 and M2 ! M1. We wish to test M1 against M2, or, more generally, Mi against Mj, i 7/j, given the symmetry of the problem. The nominal null and nominal alternative hypotheses are written as Ho: {fo E Mi} and H1: {fo E MjA, respectively.
Simulations
Let t/', t =1,.. ., T, h = 1,..., H, be independent drawings from the uniform distribution and Oi E Oi a value of the parameter. We introduce the initial conditions: 
Maximum Likelihood Estimators
We assume asymptotic consistency of the normalized (pseudo) log-likelihood functions, computed either from observations or from simulations. We associate with each model Mi a criterion function log giT(f) = log gi,T(YTIXT ZO; Pi), with 3i cE Bi CRqi, qi >pi, and Bi a compact parameter space, such that log gi T is easy to maximize with respect to i3g. The auxiliary criterion log gi T may be the (tractable) log-likelihood function of an auxiliary parametric model which also fits in the format defined by (1)-(3), but it need not be related to any model specification whatsoever. For the sake of interpretation, however, we shall treat log gi T( i) as if it were the log-likelihood function of an auxiliary (or instrumental) model Ni.
We assume that the auxiliary criteria (instrumental models) have the following properties. As T -> oo: Hereafter we consider indirect estimation of 0O, associated with Mi, based on the auxiliary parameter i3i associated with Ni. Although the indirect estimation method does not depend on whether or not Mi is well-specified, the properties of this procedure do. Therefore, we make an explicit distinction between a well-specified and a misspecified model Mi.
Well-specified Model
If Mi is well-specified, that is, if the true conditional density fO,T(.|H) corresponds to fi TQH|; Oid, where Oi0 is the true value of the parameter, then 13io = I39j(0jO) (a similar result holds when Mj is well-specified).
Let f2i be any nonstochastic symmetric positive definite qi X qi matrix. We may introduce the following indirect estimator of Oi:
based on simulation h only (Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault (1993)). The estimator depends both on the auxiliary criterion log gi T and on the metric ni. In general, Oio * o0* and *e depends on the DGP, on log gi T and on Ui if qi >Pi.
By analogy to (7), we define the functional estimator: We may now propose a definition for indirect encompassing. In view of the equivalence Mi %Mj <MijM j MjM), the above definition extends the original one.
As soon as the auxiliary criteria log gi TI i = 1, 2, are the log-likelihood functions of some instrumental models Ni, i = 1,2, we obtain the following properties. 
Q.E.D.
Thus we obtain the following characterizations of the implicit null hypotheses in terms of indirect encompassing. Q.E.D.
SIMULATED SPECIFICATION AND OVERIDENTIFICATION TESTS
The different statistics have been introduced and studied in a general framework allowing for nonnested hypotheses and indirect inference. To see how the previous approaches extend some usual testing procedures, we examine the case of nested models, including the limit case Mi = Mj.
Nested Models
The binding functions may be simplified under some nesting conditions concerning the initial models Mi and Mj, or the instrumental models Ni and Nj.
For tractability, we assume that Mi is deduced from Mj by some nullity constraints on a subvector of parameters. More precisely, let us introduce the decomposition Oj = (0j, j)'-where Oj is a pi-vector, and let us assume that fi,T(oi) =fj,T((6j, O')') when Oj = Oi. In such a case, we get the following property. From these results, we directly deduce the following property. where covo denotes the conditional covariance with respect to fto These asymptotic covariance matrices have the usual forms associated with specification tests multiplied by adequate factors due to the simulations (see Godfrey (1988)).
A Simulated Overidentification Test
We will now extend the standard overidentification test by considering the limit case Mi = Mj and two nested instrumental models Ni c Nj. We first characterize the asymptotic distribution of d4 without the nesting constraint on the instrumental models before examining the consequences when the constraint is effective. The hypothesis H04 :{060 = Ojo} is satisfied when indirect inference on Oi through Ni and Nj provide asymptotically the same result. In such a case, it seems preferable to apply indirect inference with the most parsimonious model Ni. We get 
